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ABSTRACT
Software Defined Networking (SDN) promises greater flexibility
for directing packet flows, and Network Function Virtualization
promises to enable dynamic management of software-based net-
work functions. However, the current divide between an intelligent
control plane and an overly simple, stateless data plane results in
the inability to exploit the flexibility of a software based network.
In this paper we propose SDNFV, a framework that expands the ca-
pabilities of network processing-and-forwarding elements to flexi-
bly manage packet flows, while retaining both a high performance
data plane and an easily managed control plane.

SDNFV proposes a hierarchical control framework where deci-
sions are made across the SDN controller, a host-level manager, and
individual VMs to best exploit state available at each level. This in-
creases the network’s flexibility compared to existing SDNs where
controllers often make decisions solely based on the first packet
header of a flow. SDNFV intelligently places network services
across hosts and connects them in sequential and parallel chains,
giving both the SDN controller and individual network functions
the ability to enhance and update flow rules to adapt to changing
conditions. Our prototype demonstrates how to efficiently and flex-
ibly reroute flows based on data plane state such as packet payloads
and traffic characteristics.

CCS Concepts
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is changing how networks

are managed both in wide area networks and within data centers by
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providing a logically centralized control plane capable of applying
carefully crafted rules that target individual packet flows [1]. At the
same time, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has emerged as
a technique to run high performance network services as software
running in virtual machines (VMs) on commodity servers [2–4],
replacing custom-built middlebox systems commonly prevalent in
networks. These technologies promise to increase the flexibility
and agility of networks at both the control and data plane levels,
allowing packets to be dynamically rerouted and new network ser-
vices to be added on demand.

Unfortunately, the limited interactions between existing SDN
controllers and NFV platforms restrict how far we can go in achiev-
ing this vision [5, 6]. The control plane, embodied by the SDN con-
troller, has complete authority, but lacks insight into the informa-
tion only observable within the network processing elements. In-
formation such as specific packet arrival sequences, aggregate flow
information, relationship of the state across flows, and application-
level packet data is usually not exploitable by the SDN controller.
This overly strict separation of the data and control planes limits
both the knowledge on which control decisions can be made and
the frequency with which the handling of flows can be manipu-
lated [7, 8].

While SDNs aim to provide convenient control over a minimal-
ist data plane, the reality is that the functionality residing in a net-
work’s data plane is increasingly dynamic and complex. Today’s
networks are not built purely from switches and routers. They are
also composed of proxies, caches, deep packet inspection systems,
firewalls, policy engines and other middleboxes that act on individ-
ual packets to manipulate their routing, content, and QoS [9, 10].
The desire to efficiently and flexibly perform processing on packet
data creates a tension that is not likely be resolved by current SDN
approaches, since the match/action rule sets given to switches are
not expressive enough for supporting complex functionality. It is
well-recognized that relying on the controller to frequently perform
per-packet processing is too inefficient. Moreover, current SDN de-
signs do not help with dynamic management and modification of
the rules for long-running flows (e.g., a video stream that should
have its quality adapted over time based on available capacity).

We propose Software Defined Network Function Virtualization
(SDNFV), a framework that expands the capabilities of network-
processing elements to help manage and guide flows based on po-
tentially more complex data plane information, while still retaining
high performance and an easily managed control plane. SDNFV
expands on the existing protocols for a centralized control plane,



as embodied in proposed SDN approaches [1, 11] and builds upon
recent efforts in high performance NFV platforms supporting VM-
based network services [2, 3, 12, 13].

In our SDNFV architecture, we use SDN and NFV controllers
coordinated by an SDNFV Application. The SDNFV Application
defines complex network services as a graph of processing func-
tions, and has a placement engine to decide how functions are in-
stantiated in VMs across the network. Services residing in our NF
VMs are easy to develop, user-space applications that can maintain
complex state about observed packet characteristics. The NF VMs
are controlled by an NF Manager on each host. SDNFV’s focus is
on how control should be split across this hierarchy–exploiting the
application-awareness of individual NFs, the host-level resource
management capabilities of the NF Manager, and the global view
provided by the SDNFV Application.

We provide a cross-layer control protocol so that the network
function VMs are able to update a flow’s rules dynamically, sub-
ject to constraints imposed by the SDNFV Application. This al-
lows SDNFV to base flow management decisions on characteris-
tics that cannot be determined at flow startup or on traffic char-
acteristics across multiple flows. Finally, SDNFV can efficiently
bring application-level awareness to the network, allowing layer 7
packet content to determine routing in ways not possible with ex-
isting SDN deployments.

The contributions of SDNFV are as follows:

• An architecture for integrating SDN and NFV to support
complex service topologies composed from VMs running on
one or more hosts, that can be dynamically instantiated and
modified in response to network conditions.

• An ILP optimization formulation for the NF placement prob-
lem that seeks to place VMs to minimize the maximum uti-
lization of the network’s links and NFV hosts, and deter-
mines the initial routes for flows.

• Cross-layer flow management protocols that exploit state at
the SDN controller, NF Manager, and VMs to allow routing
based on information such as the current server load, charac-
teristics of packet sequences, cross-flow aggregate informa-
tion, and application-level packet data.

• Optimizations on data plane processing such as automated
load-balancing across VMs, flow entry caching for long ser-
vice chains, and detection of services that can process a
packet flow in parallel to reduce end-to-end latency.

We have implemented the SDNFV platform using a DPDK-
based NFV platform for fast data plane processing, and the POX
SDN controller. Our experiments demonstrate several key use
cases that illustrate the benefits of flexible flow management, such
as dynamic treatment of video flows, denial of service mitigation,
and ‘ant’ and ‘elephant’ traffic management. We achieve two or-
ders of magnitude higher throughput than Twitter’s memcached
proxy, and are able to dynamically respond to changing network
policies far faster than existing approaches.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides back-
ground on SDN and NFV, and provides the use cases which moti-
vate our work. Section 3 describes how SDNFV’s design provides
hierarchical state management, service chain abstractions, and a
placement algorithm. Section 4 details SDNFV’s implementation
and systems-level optimizations. We evaluate the platform’s effi-
ciency and effectiveness for a variety of use cases in Section 5 and
present related work in Section 6.
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Figure 1: Software switch performance quickly drops when the
SDN controller becomes the bottleneck.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 SDN and NFV
SDN separates the network’s control plane from the data plane,

with a goal to enable flexible network and flow management by
a logically centralized SDN controller. SDN applications perform
traffic engineering, QoS, monitoring, and routing, and provide in-
puts to the SDN controller (through its North-bound interface). The
SDN controller then signals network elements to configure flow ta-
bles via standardized protocols such as OpenFlow (via its South-
bound interface) based on the first packet or a priori defined rules.
The data plane refers to these flow tables and sends packets accord-
ing to the specified actions for matched rules [14, 15].

NFV seeks to move network functions into software, rather than
expensive, vendor-specific combinations of hardware and software.
By using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) servers and virtual-
ization technologies, NFV provides network and cloud operators
greater flexibility for using network-resident functions at lower
cost (due to the use of standardized high-volume servers). SDN
and NFV are complementary, having distinct roles [16, 17], with a
shared goal of providing a more flexible and dynamic network.

The desire to add complex processing into the network is not
new: two decades ago Active Networking sought to enable highly
configurable functionality inside networks by allowing packets to
be enhanced with code defining functionality that should be ap-
plied at selected nodes in the network [18]. However, networks
have moved towards technologies offering simplicity and effi-
ciency rather than flexibility, e.g., the universal focus on IP. De-
spite this, the need to have data plane functionality for security and
QoS, whether at routers, switches, or middleboxes, has been well-
recognized. Interdependence between packets, and having to be
aware of sequences of packets is essential for middleboxes such as
firewalls and proxies [19].

With SDNFV, we recognize that the data plane must do more
than just forward packets, and seek to take advantage of SDNs and
NFV to strike the right balance of efficiency, flexibility, and ease of
control. High speed NICs and multi-core servers let software-based
network functions achieve performance far beyond what was previ-
ously possible, and the ability to rapidly provision virtual functions
on demand eliminates Active Networking’s need for packets to in-
clude code within them. Finally, we rely on the centralized control
of SDNs to provide convenient, network-wide management, while
still permitting local control by NFs when forwarding depends on
packet state. SDNFV provides the ability to dynamically instanti-
ate well-defined functions in the network to handle packet flows,
while reducing the burden on the SDN controller.

To evaluate the impact of coordination with the SDN controller,
we measure the throughput achieved on the Open vSwitch (OVS)



platform when a configurable percentage of traffic must be sent to
the controller with packet size 256 bytes and 1000 bytes. OVS in-
cludes a software switch with a flow table; if there is a flow table
miss, then a request is sent to the SDN controller. Once a packet
is matched it is simply sent back out the NIC. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, the maximum throughput that can be achieved quickly drops
when the proportion of packets that must contact the controller in-
creases. Here we use the POX controller, which is a single threaded
python application, so it is the main performance bottleneck; how-
ever, we expect a similar trend even with higher performance SDN
Controllers.

Clearly, sending a significant portion of the network’s traffic to
the SDN controller will greatly reduce overall performance. To pre-
vent this, many existing networks rely on proactively installed rules
that match many flows, eliminating the need to frequently contact
the controller. While this lowers controller overheads, it also dras-
tically reduces the flexibility the network can provide—decisions
about packets must be made up front and cannot take advantage
of the precise flow-level control SDNs can offer. We believe the
solution is not to conservatively pre-provision flow rules, nor is it
to just make the controller faster [20]. Instead we seek to increase
the intelligence and independence of the data plane devices so they
can directly manage specific flows, while following the guidelines
provided by the control plane.

2.2 Use Cases
Here we describe two network service use cases that help moti-

vate our design for SDNFV.
Anomaly Detection: Networks are constantly under attack, so se-
curity systems must be highly dynamic and efficient–a difficult to
achieve combination in today’s world of hardware-based high per-
formance middleboxes and slow software services. SDNFV offers
the opportunity to make network security services more flexible
and reactive, while retaining high efficiency and low cost. The sys-
tem for security we envision combines an intrusion detection ser-
vice (IDS) with distributed denial of service (DDoS) detection and
mitigation. Packets arrive at a Firewall NF and go through a Sam-
pler NF, which takes a subset (either random or by shallow header
inspection) of incoming traffic for further analysis. The sampled
traffic must then be processed by both an IDS, which looks for ma-
licious signatures such as SQL exploits in HTTP packets, and a
DDoS Detector, which coordinates with other DDoS Detector NF
instances to find anomalous, possibly malicious, surges in traffic.
If either component finds suspicious traffic, all subsequent packets
in the flow must be directed to a Scrubber, which performs a more
detailed inspection of the packets to determine if they truly pose a
threat to the network.
Video Optimization: Video traffic consumes a significant part of
the world’s internet bandwidth. Ideally, video flows should be au-
tomatically managed to try to provide both high quality of service
and efficient, fair use of network bandwidth. As part of this capa-
bility in the network, we consider a video transcoding service that
adjusts video quality based on available resources. Packets begin at
a Firewall, then pass through a Video Flow Detector that analyzes
HTTP headers of packets to detect the content type being trans-
mitted in each flow. Flows with video content are then sent to a
Policy Engine, which considers factors such as available network
bandwidth, time of day and financial agreements with consumers
and/or video providers to decide whether this video’s quality level
should be adjusted. Flows that must be modified are passed to a
Quality Detector that decides if the video can still retain the de-
sired quality after transcoding. The flow is passed to a Transcoder
NF, which may use GPU processing to efficiently convert the video

to a lower bit-rate. The video flow passes through a Cache so that
subsequent requests can be served locally, and finally exits through
a traffic Shaper, which may limit the flow’s rate to meet the desired
network bandwidth level if necessary.

3. SDNFV DESIGN
The two use cases in the previous section illustrate the complex-

ity involved with typical network services–they are composed of
multiple different components, and often data-plane information
must affect how a flow traverses the NFs. This motivates the fol-
lowing design criteria for SDNFV:

• Flexibly support complex network function service chains
spanning multiple hosts.

• Permit network functions to dynamically route flows, and en-
able flexible coordination between network functions and the
SDNFV controller.

• Support line rate packet processing with minimal latency,
and provide scalability in multi-core deployments.

We divide the control and state maintenance in the system into
a three-layer hierarchy (§3.1). This architecture enables the first
two goals by representing the overall network service as a graph
of network functions (§3.2) that are then deployed inside a set of
VMs spread across one or more hosts by a placement engine (§3.5).
Our top level SDNFV Application coordinates with each host’s NF
Manager to determine the rules for a new flow, but allows VMs to
update local flow table state as necessary (§3.4). Finally, SDNFV
is built on a zero-copy, polling-based packet processing framework
that minimizes overheads when moving packets between network
functions, and allows for maximal scalability by eliminating all
critical sections (§4). This design provides convenient high-level
control in the SDNFV Application, but still leaves both the NF
Manager and NFs some freedom in how individual packets are
routed. The key focus of our work is on providing the right abstrac-
tions and interfaces to allow this to happen flexibly and efficiently.

3.1 State and Control Hierarchy
SDNFV’s goal is to limit state visibility to the tiers that can most

efficiently gather it, while providing communication mechanisms
to distribute information when needed. One can classify the state
being retained in a network’s middleboxes based on the broad ap-
proach outlined in Split-Merge [21]:

There is state that is internal to the NF and its host. We further
categorize this as either NF-specific or host-specific. NF-specific
internal state includes transient state related to application logic or
cached data, i.e., state which is necessary for the NF to run, but
which does not need to be persisted or shared with other NFs or an
SDN controller to help determine routing. The host-specific state
covers metrics such as the occupancy of NF queues, the resource
utilization of the host platform, and the list of NFs running on that
host.

Next there is external state, which is related to the protocol and
state that influences how packets are treated in the network. Some
of this state has to be consistent across NF instances in the network,
or even across different NFs that are involved in handling flows in
the network [21]. Split-Merge classifies data as “Coherent" exter-
nal state if it must be kept consistent across NFs, and “Partitioned”
state, which is maintained independently for each NF.

In SDNFV, we do not explicitly deal with coordinating external
state across NF replicas, instead our focus is on how the state man-
aged at each layer guides flow routing decisions made across both
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the Control Plane and Data Plane in complex service chains. The
hierarchical control framework we propose, illustrated in Figure 2,
bases its decision on both internal and external state maintained at
each layer:

The SDNFV Application has purview over the entire network,
making it an ideal place to gather and maintain coarse grained, ex-
ternal state about flows, links, hosts, and NFs within the hosts. It
also holds the high-level policies that define complex services and
their placement needs.

NF Managers maintain and make decisions based on host-
specific internal state about the resources available and the NFs
running on the host. This allows NF Managers to track load lev-
els of NFs for load balancing and respond to failure or overload.
They also hold the flow table used on that host, which is initially
provided by the SDN Controller and potentially updated thereafter
by the NFs.

The SDN Controller and NFV Orchestrator provide interfaces
between the SDNFV Application and the NF Manager in order to
setup flow table state and initialize NF VMs.

NFs store application-specific internal and external state relevant
for the flows they are tracking. This often includes information
gathered from payloads within each flow, for example an NF might
parse an HTTP request in one packet and store information about
the requested content to assist with processing subsequent packets
(possibly affecting the behavior of other NFs). When an NF up-
dates external state that should impact other NFs in the chain, we
provide communication mechanisms for it to do so through the NF
Manager.

Unlike other proposals, such as OpenNF [22], where all of the
non-NF specific state (both internal and external) is maintained and
updated at the centralized SDN controller, we envisage a more dis-
tributed, hierarchical architecture for state maintenance. This re-
lieves, potentially significant, overhead on the SDN controller. Fur-
ther, it allows state maintenance at a finer granularity at the lower
levels of the hierarchy, thereby obviating the need to frequently
update the SDN controller and the associated communication over-
heads that often force protocol designers to settle for more coarse-
grained state maintenance in a centralized approach.

3.2 Network Service Abstractions
Service Graphs are used by SDNFV to simplify the description
and management of applications like those described in the previ-
ous section. A network application’s processing requirements are
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Figure 3: Multiple graphs can be implemented onto the same hosts.
The thick edges represent the default paths, which allow NFs to
forward packets without knowledge of what services follow them.

represented by a graph with vertices for individual network func-
tions and edges representing the logical links between them. The
graph defines the set of operations that can be applied to each type
of flow as shown in Figure 3. This example shows how the two
applications described previously can be represented as an abstract
topology and how they can be implemented across multiple ma-
chines.

While network services are often thought of as “service chains”
(i.e., linear sequences), we choose to represent each service graph
as a DAG with a source and a sink. This allows for more com-
plex behavior than a linear chain, which is necessary if an NF may
select a different next step in the graph depending on data inside
the packet. The set of edges exiting a vertex define the possible
next steps that an NF can specify when it completes processing a
packet. This gives NFs fine-grained control, while still allowing the
SDNFV Application to define the overarching functionality.

Network administrators define the service graph, and can specify
one exiting edge from each vertex as the “default” path, shown by
the thick edges in Figure 3. An NF can decide on a per-packet basis
whether to take the default path or a different edge. For example,
in the Anomaly Detection service graph, only sampled packets go
through the DDoS and IDS NFs, while only those with suspicious
content are sent to the scrubber.
Service IDs provide SDNFV a layer of abstraction between a de-
sired NF service (e.g., a Video Flow Detector), and the address
of a specific VM that implements that service. This allows NFs



to be replicated or moved throughout a network without having to
modify the configuration of other functions that need to send pack-
ets to them (similar in philosophy to [23]). When an NF finishes
with a packet, it can indicate that the packet should be sent to an-
other Service ID; the NF manager on the host is then responsible
for determining how the packet can be routed there, possibly after
coordinating with the SDN controller.

3.3 Instantiating Network Services
From Service IDs to NFs: Instantiating a service graph first re-
quires deploying a set of NF VMs throughout the network using
the placement algorithm described in §3.5. Since the service graph
only dictates the abstract service types a packet must traverse, the
NF Manager must determine which instance of the service to send
a packet. If there are multiple VMs with the same Service ID re-
siding on the same host, then the NF Manager can automatically
load balance packets across them, either using knowledge of queue
lengths to equalize load across VMs, or using hashing of the 5-tuple
to ensure consistent processing of all packets in a flow.
Parallel packet processing is another way the NF Manager can
impact how a service graph is implemented. Allowing several NFs
to analyze a packet simultaneously can substantially decrease the
latency for long chains. However, since all parallel NFs are acting
on one shared copy of the packet’s data with no locks, different NFs
must be read only, or must operate exclusively on different regions
of the packet’s data, e.g., one may rewrite the IP header while two
other services simultaneously read the packet’s body. Currently,
SDNFV only permits read-only NFs parallel access to packets.

When a network function is started by the NFV Orchestrator,
it must contact the host to setup its communication channels and
advertise its service ID. As part of this exchange it also specifies
if it is a purely read-only service; the NF Manager then uses this
information to determine if the service can be run in parallel with
any adjacent NFs in the service graph.

For example, the DDoS and IDS services in Figure 3 only exam-
ine packets, without modifying their headers. All packets leaving
DDoS go to the IDS, thus it is safe to permit both NFs to analyze
the same packet at the same time. We discuss the actions that a
network function can request for a completed packet in the next
section and how concurrency issues are resolved in Section 4.2.
NF Manager Flow Tables: The initial rules sent from the SDN
Controller to each NF Manager are similar to the match/action rules
defined by the OpenFlow protocol, but extended in two ways to
support our service graph architecture: (1) In addition to the stan-
dard match fields, we include the Service ID the rule applies to, or
a NIC port to represent rules for new packets. (2) For each match
criteria we specify multiple actions and a flag indicating whether
this is a list of parallel actions or a choice that will be made by the
NF. The list of parallel actions is used when there is a set of read-
only NFs in the service graph. In the non-parallel case, one action
is listed for each edge in the service graph leaving the matched NF;
this list represents the available next hops that the NF can request.
Our implementation easily makes these extensions to OpenFlow by
repurposing the “input port” field in the match criteria to define ser-
vice IDs, and by using OpenFlow’s support for specifying multiple
“OUTPUT” actions in a rule; we define the first action in the list to
be the default action, and use a special action flag to indicate if the
list is for parallel processing.

3.4 Cross-Layer Flow Routing Protocols
Flow Table Setup: The SDNFV Application communicates with
the SDN Controller via the controller’s northbound interface to pro-
vide the flow rules that will forward packets between NFs as dic-
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Figure 4: The service graph shows the default path for three differ-
ent flows. The flow table at left shows the original rules determine
by the SDNFV Application, while the table at right adds rules for
specific flows.

tated by the service graph. Rules can be determined on-demand
when a new flow arrives, and then sent to all switches along the
path in the service graph’s implementation as shown in Figure 2
steps 2-3. Alternatively, the SDNFV Application can use the SDN
Controller to pre-populate rules—these could be designed to match
a large category of flows (e.g., all flows originating from a set of
video servers) in order to minimize flow table size. Later, when a
specific flow needs to be handled differently (e.g., a video flow to a
mobile client that must be transcoded), new flow table entries will
be created to define a new default path, potentially without involv-
ing the SDN controller.

An example is shown in Figure 4 for a simplified version of the
Video Optimizer service. The initial flow table on the left holds
rules to match all incoming flows (⇤). However, two additional
flows have been established and are given distinct rules (as listed
in the table on the right) based on their specific needs. Note that
we simplify the service graph illustration to only show the default
(i.e., first) action, but an NF can still request a different action. For
example, after some time the Policy Engine may redirect the Green
flow to the transcoder instead of going directly to the cache. Next
we discuss how NFs perform these actions and how they impact the
flow table rules.
NF Packet Actions: When an NF finishes with a packet, it can
invoke one of three actions: Discard, Send to, or Default. Discard
drops the packet, while ‘Send to’ causes the packet to be forwarded
out a NIC port or to an NF with the specified Service ID–this is
only permitted if the destination is one of the allowable next hops
listed in the flow table derived from the service graph. For most
packets, the NF will invoke the Default action, which causes the
packet’s next step to be determined by the first flow table action
associated with it.

Default actions are an important design point in SDNFV because
they allow support for both tightly coupled and independent NFs.
For example, a Firewall NF may have no knowledge of other NFs
in the service graph. Rather than require it to be aware of the next
hops, SDNFV lets it simply either drop packets based on its own
rules or forward them using the default action specified by the SD-
NFV Application. In contrast, an IDS NF might always be de-
ployed as a pair with a Scrubber NF, thus it knows the service ID
to send packets to, when it detects malicious content.

NFs do not directly forward packets, instead they set a meta-data
flag and return the packet to the NF Manager, which will then per-
form the requested action, if permitted. This allows the NF man-
ager to translate Service IDs to addresses, or contact the SDN Con-



troller to determine the next step if necessary.
Cross-Layer Control: It is often desirable for an NF to be able
to modify not only the next step taken by a flow, but the default
action at previous or subsequent hops. To support this requires a
communication protocol so that NFs can request changes from the
NF Manager, and the NF Manager can in turn validate changes with
the SDNFV Application.

SDNFV defines several messages that can be sent between NFs
and the NF Manager. Each applies to flows matching some criteria,
F , which can either be one single flow, or can use wild cards to
match multiple flows:

• SkipMe(F, S) makes it so any NFs with default edges leading
to S will instead have a default edge leading to S’s default
action, causing S to be bypassed.

• RequestMe(F, S) makes all nodes that have an edge to S set
S as their default action.

• ChangeDefault(F, S, T ) updates the default flow table rule
for service S to be service T .

• Message(S,K,V ) is used to send arbitrary (key, value) pairs
from NF S to the NF Manager.

Compared to the packet actions described above, these messages
have a longer lasting effect–they will adjust the flow table in the
NF Manager (and potentially other hosts) so that all subsequent
packets matching the specified flows will have new default rules.
The SkipMe and RequestMe functions are provided since a loosely
coupled NF may not know the complete service graph it is part
of; e.g., the Video Detector NF in Figure 3 may want to adjust the
rules for a flow once it detects video content, but it may not know
what type of service precedes it. Alternatively, a security appliance
may need to make substantial changes to the service graph once it
detects a coordinated attack; it can do so using the ChangeDe f ault
messages, albeit constrained to edges defined in the original service
graph.

The Message call is used to send arbitrary application data be-
tween layers. We assume the service ID, S, is used to determine
the appropriate message handler component that can interpret the
application-specific message. This could potentially invoke logic
in the SDNFV Application to completely rewire the service graph,
or it could be used to simply update global state.

All of the above message types are first sent from the NF to the
NF Manager, which can then pass them to the SDNFV application
either for validation (if NFs are not fully trusted) or for messages
that would affect other hosts. Communication to the SDNFV Ap-
plication could be done either directly or through the SDN Con-
troller (as shown in Figure 2 step 5). The latter may entail enhance-
ments to the OpenFlow protocol.
NF–SDN Coordination: Given the ability of NFs and the NF
Manager to manipulate flow routing and instantiate new replicas,
SDNFV needs a mechanism to push information back to the SD-
NFV Application and the SDN Controller so they can be made
aware of these changes when necessary. In our current implemen-
tation, we rely on our Message command to move data from an NF
to the NF Manager, and then to the SDNFV Application, which
can manipulate the SDN Controller over its north-bound interface.
However, we believe that in the future, NF–SDN communication
protocols such as OpenFlow must evolve to better support infor-
mation flow from the NF to the SDN controller, a direction that
currently has only rudimentary support. This would allow NFs to
provide generic statistics such as flow or drop rates, as well as ap-
plication specific triggers such as detection of malicious flows or
component failures.

3.5 NF Placement
The SDNFV Application involved in orchestration of the NFs in

the network takes advantage of a Placement Engine that solves an
optimization formulation to determine the number of instances of
particular NFs and their locations for a given network topology and
a set of flows. It concurrently determines the route for those flows.
The optimization accounts for a number of constraints, with the
goal of minimizing resource utilization (thus maximizing the num-
ber of flows the system can support). The formulation also enables
us to develop heuristics that make the approach practically useful.
Our heuristic solves the placement and routing of a set of flows
through the required service chain of NFs, and then incrementally
solves for additional flows based on the residual capacity, without
impacting the already assigned flows. Unlike previous work [24],
our approach solves the joint problem of placement of the neces-
sary instances of NFs and the routing of flows through the NFs,
based on the service graph specification. We formulate this as a
mixed integer linear program (MILP). Notation is in Table 1.

Minimize U subject to:
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Equation (1) reflects the constraint on the number of available pro-
cessor cores on an NF Host. We assume services do not share CPU
cores to avoid context switching overheads. Equation (2) shows the
selected nodes for flow k and Equation (3) ensures that one node is
selected for each service for flow k. Equation (4) adds the flow’s
entry and exit nodes to the selected path. Equation (5) selects the
links to the next node in the service chain, with only the source (+1)
and destination (-1) nodes having a non-zero value. Equation (6)
ensures that the selected routes do not exceed the maximum tol-
erable delay for a flow. The maximum capacity of each core is
enforced by Equation (7). Finally, Equations (8) and (9) constrain
the maximum utilization of links and cores. The core utilization is
measured as a function of the maximum number of flows supported
by a CPU core implementing a particular service.

We compared the placement based on the MILP solution with
that of a greedy best effort heuristic that assigns services to the first
available cores on network nodes in the shortest path for the flow,
and, if needed uses additional cores on neighboring nodes on the
flow’s path. With our heuristic, we divide the problem into sub-
problems, each having a small number of flows (e.g., 5) so as to
compute the solution quickly. After solving a sub-problem, a post
processing step updates the available resources, removes unused
switches and solves the next sub-problem for the next small sub-
set of flows. We continue this process until services are assigned



Var. Definition
U Maximum utilization of links and switches
Mi j Number of running instances of service j on switch i
Ci Number of available cores on switch i
Nkil Selected switch for order l of the flow k’s service chain
Ski j 1 if i is the jth service in flow k’s service chain; 0 otherwise
Wk Binary decision variable for satisfying constraint (3)
Iki 1 if i is the entrance switch for flow k
Eki 1 if i is the exit switch for flow k
Di j Delay of the link between switches i and j
TK Max. delay tolerated by flow k
Pi j Max. number of supported flows, if switch i runs service j
BK Bandwidth usage of flow k
Hi j Capacity of the link between switch i and j
Ok A range from 1 to length of service chain for flow k
O0

k A range from 1 to length of service chain for flow k plus one
Vklim

Is one, if the link between switches i and m is used, to reach
to the lth service in service chain of flow k

Table 1: Definition of variables of MILP formulation
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Figure 5: Maximum number of supported flows by different al-
gorithms (Greedy, Optimal, and Division Heuristic) for different
network capacities (1-100X of the original CPU and link capacity)

to all requesting flows at any point in time. We call this ‘Division
Heuristic’. We ran all the algorithms on a particular network topol-
ogy (AS-16631 from Rocketfuel [25] with 22 nodes and 64 edges).
All flows have a similar service chain with a length of 5 (J1-J5)
services. All nodes are homogeneous and each have 2 CPU cores.
Each core supports up to 10 flows for service J1-J4 and 4 flows for
J5.

The left sub-figure in Figure 5 shows that the greedy heuristic
is inefficient, with substantially fewer flows being accommodated.
Solving the MILP optimally, on the other hand, accommodates 3
times as many flows. However solving the problem optimally for a
large numbers of flows is not tractable. Using the division heuris-
tic, we can fit about 85% of the flows accommodated by the optimal
solution, while taking less than a minute of computation on a lap-
top. The right sub-figure shows that division heuristic is scalable.
When we increase the capacity of links and the CPU, we can sup-
port a much larger number of flows in the network, and perform
better than the greedy heuristic. Solving the formulation optimally
takes too long and isn’t scalable when the number of flows goes
beyond a hundred.

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND OPTIMIZA-
TIONS

We have implemented our SDNFV architecture using the
KVM/QEMU virtualization platform and the POX SDN controller.

The enhancements we propose could be similarly applied to more
recent controllers with updated OpenFlow protocols. Our imple-
mentation builds upon our NetVM high performance NFV plat-
form [2]; the techniques could also be applied to platforms such
as [3, 12, 13]. We extend NetVM with hierarchical flow man-
agement, SDN communication channels, and optimizations such
as parallel processing.

4.1 NF Manager
The core component running on each host is the NF Manager.

This software runs as a user space application in the host OS, and
manages the delivery of packets between network function VMs
and maintains the flow table.

SDNFV relies on zero-copy communication channels to ex-
change packets and other messages between virtual machines and
the host. To support line rates of 10 Gbps or higher, synchroniza-
tion primitives such as locks cannot be used since they can take tens
of nanoseconds to acquire even in the uncontested case [26, 27].
Therefore, we implement all communication in our system us-
ing asynchronous ring buffers that hold small messages, and large
shared memory regions which can be referenced in these messages
to provide zero-copy access to larger data structures when neces-
sary. Since each ring buffer has a single data producer thread and
a single consumer thread, no locks are required to ensure consis-
tency.

Zero-copy communication of network packets is achieved by
having DPDK DMA packets into huge pages (1GB per page in
our environment) allocated within the host. These huge pages are
then shared with the VMs, and lightweight “packet descriptors”
are exchanged between domains using ring buffers to control who
has access to a packet. The NF Manager maintains a pair of ring
buffers for each VM: one for sending packets to the VM and one
for receiving packets from the VM.

When a packet arrives to an NF Host, it is received by an RX
Thread using DPDK’s poll mode driver to prevent interrupt and
system call overheads. The thread queries the flow table to deter-
mine which VM(s) should receive the packet next and adds a small
packet descriptor to that VM’s RX ring buffer.

Alternatively, if this is the first packet for a flow, then the flow
table miss causes the packet to be added to the RX ring buffer of
the Flow Controller Thread. The Flow Controller will buffer the
packet and send its header to the SDN controller over a secure chan-
nel. We repurpose the OpenFlow protocol’s OFPT FLOW MOD
messages to define the forwarding actions between network func-
tions. The SDN Controller will return a set of actions that imple-
ment the portion of the service graph contained on this host, as well
as a forwarding rule so packets from the last VM in the host will
be properly forwarded to the next host that implements a portion of
the service graph (or a switch en route to that host). We consider
each NF instance as a logical network port to which packets can
be sent using standard open flow rules. When the SDN Controller
wants a flow to be processed by a network function with service id
SID, it sets the action for the flow to be “output to port SID”.

When a network function finishes with the packet, it adds it to
a TX ring buffer shared with the NF Manager. The NF Manager’s
TX Thread reads the packet descriptor from the buffer and will do
the action specified by the NF (e.g., discard it or send it to a specific
Service ID), or perform another flow table lookup. The TX Thread
then passes the packet on to the appropriate NF, drops it, or sends
it out the designated network port.

4.2 NF Manager Optimizations
Our NF Manager includes several optimizations to minimize la-



tency and maximize throughput.
Parallel Packet Processing: To support parallel access by multi-
ple VMs, we extend the packet data structure used by DPDK to
include a reference counter indicating how many VMs are concur-
rently accessing the packet. The RX Thread increments the refer-
ence counter by the parallelization factor. The packet descriptor is
then copied into the RX buffers of all NFs in the action list, allow-
ing them to access the shared memory in parallel.

If a packet is being processed by multiple VMs, it is possible
that each will request a different action when they finish. The NF
Manager’s TX thread resolves conflicting action requests by either
prioritizing actions (e.g., drop is most important, followed by trans-
mit out, etc), or by having priorities associated with each VM (i.e.,
the action of the highest priority VM always takes precedence).
Caching flow table lookups: Extracting the required meta data
from a packet header and performing a flow table lookup can be
costly if it is performed at each step in a long service chain. To
reduce this performance cost, we propose caching the flow table
lookup result inside the packet descriptor that is transmitted be-
tween ring buffers. This avoids the need for the NF Manager’s TX
thread to make hash table lookups, thus reducing latency.
Automatic Load Balancing: Particularly when running network
functions that involve complex payload analysis, the amount of
time to process a packet can vary on a per-packet basis. As a re-
sult, using round robin load balancing of packets to NFs can lead
to unbalanced queue sizes, potentially leading to packet drops or
variable latency.

To avoid this, the NF Manager can perform state-based load bal-
ancing based on the number of occupied slots in each VM’s ring
buffer. Unfortunately, this approach cannot be used for NFs that in-
volve temporal flow state, since this is typically kept on a per-thread
basis to prevent concurrency issues. Therefore, the NF Manager
can also perform load balancing based on the flow key, ensuring
that all packets for a flow are sent through the same NF threads
(unlike round robin or queue-size based balancing).

4.3 Network Function VMs
Each VM runs a single network function as a standard user space

application linked to our SDNFV-User library. By default, a VM is
assigned one core per socket (to prevent NUMA overheads), but ad-
ditional cores can be added. Each core runs a thread implementing
the desired network function, and has its own ring buffers shared
with the RX and TX threads in the host on the same CPU socket.

The SDNFV-User library initializes the ring buffers and shared
memory regions. It then advertises to the NF Manager what net-
work service is offered by the VM. When a packet arrives in a
thread’s ring buffer, the library calls the custom function that im-
plements the desired packet processing. The library also provides
a variety of helper functions for working with packet data, such as
finding different headers or manipulating source/destination IP ad-
dresses. This allows complex services to be written with minimal
code.

5. EVALUATION
We evaluate SDNFV to demonstrate how it can effectively pro-

vide an efficient and flexible data plane.
In our experimental setup, we use four servers with dual Xeon

X5650 @ 2.67GHz CPUs (2x6 cores), which connect to a 10G
switch. Two of them are for the system under test and the other
two act as a traffic generator. Each of which has an Intel 82599EB
10G Dual Port NIC (with one port used for our performance exper-
iments) and 48GB memory, each with 8GB for huge pages. The
host OS is Ubuntu 12.10 (kernel 3.5), and the guest OS is Ubuntu
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12.10 (kernel 3.5). DPDK-1.4.1 and QEMU-1.5.0 are used. We use
PktGen-DPDK from WindRiver to generate traffic [28]. The base
core assignment, unless stated otherwise, uses 2 cores to receive, 4
cores to transmit/forward, and two cores per VM, all evenly split
over two sockets.

5.1 Sequential vs Parallel Processing
SDNFV’s goal is to provide a high performance data plane to

build complex network functions. We measure both throughput and
latency with varying number of VMs composed either sequentially
or in parallel. We preconfigure the flow table rules to prevent SDN
lookups affecting performance.
Latency: To quantify latency, we use a traffic generator to send
1000-byte packets at a low rate (100 Mbps) to the SDNFV plat-
form. After being processed by one or more VMs, the packets
are returned to the generator, which then measures the average
roundtrip latency by checking a timestamp included in the packet.
Table 2 shows the latency for different numbers of VMs running a
no-op application that performs no processing on each packet. To
show that SDNFV achieves comparably low latency, we also mea-
sure a simple DPDK forwarding application that doesn’t involve
any virtualization overheads. The results show that both parallel
processing and inter-VM delivery introduce minimal additional la-
tency and SDNFV is very efficient when VMs have negligible pro-
cessing.

To further show the efficiency of our parallel processing, we
measure the latency when each VM performs an intensive com-
putation on each packet. Figure 6 shows the CDF of latency for
different cases. All CDFs are based on the average across three
runs. As expected, the results show parallelism can reduce the la-
tency caused by long chains that include expensive VM processing.
Throughput: To evaluate how pipelining and flow table lookups
affect throughput, we measure the achieved throughput when ad-
justing the service chain length and level of parallelism. For this
experiment we use a single CPU socket. The NF Manager is al-
located one RX thread, two TX threads (to prevent inter-VM or
external transmissions from being the bottleneck), one flow con-
troller thread, and one VM manager thread. Additionally, we use

#VM \Latency (us) Avg Min Max
0VM (dpdk) 26.66 23 29

1VM 27.78 24 35
2VM (parallel) 28.02 24 37
3VM (parallel) 28.38 24 40

2VM (sequential) 28.86 24 43
3VM (sequential) 29.96 25 49

Table 2: Average roundtrip latency for VMs perform no processing
on each packet
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one thread per VM. All threads are pinned to a dedicated core, ex-
cept for the VM manager and Flow controller which share a core
on the second socket. On our platform, this allows us to run at
most two VMs before running out of cores on the CPU socket; en-
abling the second CPU socket can double performance since the
NIC splits the traffic evenly between the two.

Figure 7 shows the receive rate measured by the traffic generator
when varying the packet size from 64 bytes to 1KB. We compare
SDNFV with the simple DPDK forwarder which can achieve line-
rate for most packet sizes, but does not use virtual machines for
processing. SDNFV can achieve close to 5Gbps for smaller packet
sizes when using one socket and can achieve 10Gbps with larger
packet sizes. More powerful systems should easily be able to sup-
port more VMs and achieve the full-line rate for all packet sizes
using SDNFV.
Flow Lookups: We next measure the overhead of flow manage-
ment operations. We find that a Flow Table lookup takes an av-
erage of 30 nanoseconds, and the NF Manager can determine the
VM with minimum queue sizes in 15 nanoseconds. Performing an
SDN lookup takes an average of 31 milliseconds, but this is de-
ferred from the critical path to the Flow Controller thread, which
makes those requests asynchronously.

5.2 Single and Cross Flow Management
Ant Flow Detector: This NF monitors long lived flows to deter-
mine their traffic behavior. Once detected, the service chain is mod-
ified so ant flows will see lower latency, representing a QoS man-
agement system differentiating between bulk transfers and latency-
sensitive multi-media traffic.

Our Ant Detector NF classifies incoming flows by observing the
size and rate of packets over a two second time interval. We use
Pktgen-DPDK to emulate two flows: Flow 1 has small packet size
(64 bytes) with varying traffic rate, Flow 2 has a large packet size
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(1024 bytes) with a constant rate. In Figure 8, both flows have high
traffic rate from time 0s to 50s. They are both classified as elephant
flows, so they see high latency. From 51 to 105s, Flow 1 reduces
its rate. The NF reclassifies the flow because of this phase change
and adjusts the default path to a higher speed link by sending a
ChangeDefault message to the NF manager to update the default
path. This new path substantially lowers the ant flow’s latency, but
also improves Flow 2, since there is less network contention. After
105s, Flow 1 increases the rate back up. The NF reclassifies Flow
1 as an elephant, causing its latency to rise again.
DDoS Detector: It is important to let the data plane not only char-
acterize flows based on sequences of packets, but also manage traf-
fic using aggregated information across multiple flows. This ex-
periment shows that SDNFV can achieve multi-flow aware traffic
management without expensive coordination with the SDN con-
troller. We mimic a DDoS detection and mitigation system where
initially a single VM monitors packets to detect potential attacks.
For simplicity, it detects an attack when the volume of traffic from
an IP prefix exceeds a threshold, at which point the NF requests that
a second DDoS Scrubber VM be created and all traffic be routed to
it for cleaning. Our scrubber drops the malicious traffic.

We use two traffic generators to generate normal and DDoS traf-
fic separately. Figure 9 shows the outgoing and incoming traffic
through the SDNFV over time. We send normal traffic at a con-
stant rate (500Mbps), and start sending low rate DDoS traffic at
30s. Our DDoS Detector VM monitors incoming traffic patterns
within a monitoring window and gathers data across all flows. We
note the incoming traffic gradually rises until reaching our thresh-
old (3.2Gbps), at which point it is detected as a dangerous level of
suspicious traffic (this VM could incorporate complex anomaly de-
tection algorithms). The NF uses the Message call to propagate this
alarm through the NF Manager to the SDNFV Application. This
causes a new DDoS Scrubber VM to be automatically started. The
Scrubber VM sends the message RequestMe to the NF manager,
which adjusts the default action so subsequent packets from the
DDoS Detector VM are rerouted to the scrubber. As expected, the
outgoing traffic will return to normal levels as the scrubber drops
malicious packets, even as the incoming traffic continues to rise.

This experiment shows how SDNFV can dynamically modify
the service graph used for a flow by initializing new VMs and
rerouting traffic. The time cost to boot up a new VM is about
7.75 seconds, but this cost can be further reduced by just start-
ing a new process in a stand-by VM or by using fast VM restore
techniques [29].

5.3 Dynamic Video Flow Management
Next we emulate a video service to evaluate SDNFV’s perfor-

mance overhead and dynamic flow control. Our video service is
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Figure 10: SDNFV scales by distributing control decisions.

composed of three components: Video Detector, Policy Engine and
Transcoder. The first two components make flow decisions dynam-
ically based on the packet content and network state, and decide
whether flows are routed to the transcoder which emulates down
sampling by dropping packets. The goal of the system is to adjust
the overall video traffic rate to meet a target bandwidth. We com-
pare a centralized SDN approach to SDNFV, which achieves better
efficiency and flexibility by distributing control to the NFs.

In current SDNs, the Video Detector and Policy Engine must be
integrated into the SDN controller itself because only the controller
has decision making power over flows. As a result, the first two
packets of each flow from the web server to the client (i.e., the TCP
connection ACK and the HTTP reply) must be sent to the SDN
controller. It examines the payload in the second packet before
setting up a flow table rule in the NF Manager to send video flows
either directly out of the host or through the transcoder depending
on the current policy.

For the SDNFV case, all three components are running in iso-
lated VMs on one host managed by the NF manager. The header
of the first packet in a flow is sent to the SDN controller, but all
subsequent packets pass through the Video Detector and Policy En-
gines which directly control whether packets are sent out or sent to
the Transcoder. Note that this allows SDNFV’s Policy Engine to
change the behavior of all active flows because every packet passes
through it, not just the first two packets of each new flow like in the
SDN case.

Our first video experiment compares the performance overhead
for handling new flows between these two approaches. We use
Pktgen-DPDK to generate a workload that varies the number of
new incoming flows per second; after a flow has been established
(i.e., it has sent two packets), it is replaced with a new flow. Fig-
ure 10 shows the output flow rates achieved by the SDN controlled
system and the SDNFV controlled system. From the figure, we can
see that the Controller quickly becomes the bottleneck when the in-
put rate exceeds 1000 new flows/sec. On the other hand, the output
rate of SDNFV can linearly increase, and achieves a maximum out-
put rate 9 times greater, at which the SDN controller has become
the bottleneck. The results show it is far more efficient to make dy-
namic flow decisions inside local NFs than frequently coordinating
with the SDN controller.

Next we consider the flexibility with which these two approaches
can adapt to changing conditions. We configure the Policy engine
NF and SDN Controller module so that for the period from 60
seconds through 240 seconds all packets will be sent to the video
transcoder, which drops the traffic rate for each flow by half. The
workload mimics the behavior of 400 video flows, which each last
for an average of 40 seconds before being replaced by a new flow.

Figure 11 shows the output rate of the video system over time.
Before the throttling period begins, the SDNFV Policy Engine NF
examines each flow and issues a ChangeDefault message so when
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Figure 11: SDNFV reacts quickly to policy changes, unlike an
SDN that can only influence new flows.

that flow is next seen by the Video Detector it will immediately
be sent out the NIC instead of to the policy engine. However, at
t=60 seconds, the policy change causes the Policy NF to issue a
RequestMe message, which causes all existing flows to be tem-
porarily redirected to the policy engine, which can in turn adjust
their default action so packets are sent to the Throttler NF. In con-
trast, since the SDN controller based system only sends the first
packets of a new flow to the SDN controller module, it can only
add the transcoder NF to the path of new flows. This causes the
SDN controller to significantly lag behind the target output rate, an
effect that would be even more pronounced if flows had an average
lifetime more than 40 seconds.

5.4 Application Aware Flow Management
There is a growing desire to perform network management not

only on packet headers, but also layer-7 application data. Our
memcached-proxy NF is an application-aware load balancer that
illustrates SDNFV’s potential in this area.

The proxy parses incoming UDP memcached requests to deter-
mine what key is being requested. The key is then mapped to a
specific server using a hashing function, and the packet’s header is
rewritten to direct it to that server. We compare against the mem-
cached proxy used by Twitter, which has understandably higher
overheads since it uses interrupt driven packet processing and re-
quires multiple packet data copies between kernel and user space.
TwemProxy also needs to negotiate traffic in both directions since it
maintains separate socket connections with the client and server. In
contrast, Our NF-based proxy eliminates all packet copy overheads
and can be seamlessly added to the network so it only intercepts
incoming requests—the responses from the memcached server can
be sent directly back to the client without any processing1.

To show the benefits of SDNFV, we measure the request round
trip time as the get request rate is increased. Figure 12 shows that
TwemProxy quickly becomes overloaded when the rate is increased
to only 90,000 req/sec. On the other hand, SDNFV can support
9,200,000 req/sec even with just one core, which is 102 times faster
than TwemProxy. This illustrates the “game-changing” potential of
NF-based services: they permit orders of magnitude higher perfor-
mance and can be deployed in a flexible and transparent way.

6. RELATED WORK
Among many challenges noted in the ETSI NFV standards [16],

four research aspects: architectural design, NF performance, NF

1 TwemProxy also uses TCP instead of UDP like our proxy,
however, we believe this does not significantly affect through-
put or latency since our workload sends multiple requests over
each TCP connection. Our proxy could support TCP flows by
adding TCP hand-off capabilities [30].
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management, and NF placement, have widely been focused on.
Architecture: Several projects are considering how SDN and

NFV architectures must evolve. ONF [31] illustrates the idea that
SDN can work with NFV and reveals the benefit. However, few
demonstrated solutions exist as yet. Palkar et al. [32] rely on SDN
centralized controller to manage the placement, service intercon-
nection and dynamic scaling of a diverse of NFs. However, NFs
and data plane lack the capability of dynamically steering the traf-
fic based on traffic features. All of the dynamic traffic steering
across the NFs have to request SDN controller, which is expensive.
To reduce the overhead of the controller, Ballani et al. [33] propose
data plane which has the capability of dynamically managing the
traffic which has some similarity to us. This work only empha-
sizes the flexible flow management at the end hosts. We focus on
the flexible traffic steering across the network. Packets still need
to go through kernel, few information demonstrates how to get the
high performance for NFs. We propose a smart data and control
plane architecture to efficiently manage different types of packet
flows, which also provide high performance by zero-copy between
NF and NIC & across NFs located on the same server. Mekky et
al. [30] propose a similar approach, but rely on data plane func-
tions that are built into the Open vSwitch platform. We believe that
running NFs in virtual machines provides better isolation and man-
agement; our approach also achieves significantly higher perfor-
mance due to its zero-copy packet transfers. Cerrato et al. [34] sup-
port a fine-grained network functions through Intel DPDK. Sekar et
al. [24] propose CoMB an architecture for efficiently consolidating
middleboxes. SDNFV focuses on cross-layer flow management in
the data and control planes.

NF Performance: Packetshader [35], netmap [36], NetVM [2,
37], and ClickOS [3] all try to increase packet processing perfor-
mance on COTS servers. Netmap exposes a zero-copy packet API
to user space applications to reduce packet processing overheads
in non-VM environments. Packetshader uses a graphics processing
unit (GPU) to off-load packets. NetVM uses shared memory for ef-
ficient data transfer in inter-VM communication, whereas ClickOS
modifies the virtualization layer to better support large numbers of
independent, lightweight network function VMs. We built SDNFV
on top of NetVM in order to minimize packet movement overheads,
and we further optimize the platform to support parallel processing
and service chain management.

NF Management: Several NF control plane have been pro-
posed to steer traffic between middleboxes and manage state
such as PLayer [38], SIMPLE [39], Stra-tos [40] and Slick [7].
Split/merge [21] manages state for replicated virtual middleboxes
to elastically scale based on workloads. proposes system support
for elastic execution in virtual middleboxes, and Flowtags [41] sug-
gests network-wide policies for dynamic middlebox actions. Sim-
ilar to previous work, SDNFV is also motivated by adding more
functions in the data plane and enriching existing SDN architec-

ture. The key contribution of SDNFV is focusing on how to hier-
archically manage flows across SDN controller, NF manager and
individual NFs to achieve efficiency and flexibility.

NF Placement: VM placement has been studied for cloud com-
puting [42–44], but past work does not consider network char-
acteristics which are key requirements for NFV service chains.
Stratos [40] steers flows between available middleboxes by using
an ILP formulation which considers a binary cost function between
middleboxes. Placement of middleboxes is addressed by a rack-
aware heuristic separately. Traffic Steering systems like [45] focus
on inline service chaining and provide a simple heuristic for ser-
vice placement, while [39] provides an ILP formulation for traffic
steering, but does not cover dynamic instantiation of middleboxes.
Finally CoMb [24] places services along the pre-defined paths, so
it lacks the dynamic nature of placing NFVs in the network and the
corresponding routing.

7. CONCLUSION
We have described SDNFV, a flexible and dynamic architecture

for high-speed software-based networking. To overcome the lim-
itations of an overly simplified stateless data plane envisaged in
current SDNs, SDNFV seeks to fully exploit virtualized network
functions in enhancing the network’s capabilities by incorporating
a hierarchical control framework to manage packet flows more flex-
ibily. SDNFV still achieves both a high performance data plane and
an easily managed control plane.

Our evaluation shows SDNFV can exploit complex state in the
data plane without the overhead of frequently contacting the SDN
controller. This provides far greater agility and precision compared
to traditional SDN approaches that must proactively set coarse
grained rules or only perform decisions based on the first packet
in each flow.
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